Electronic Structure of [Ta(5)(NH)(4)Cl(17)](6-): A Cluster with a Distorted Square Pyramidal Ta(5) Core.
We report approximate molecular orbital calculations on the [Ta(5)(NH)(4)Cl(17)](6-) cluster synthesized by Simon and Meyer. The cluster is based on a "flattened" square pyramid of tantalum atoms, basal bridging imides, and terminal chlorides. This cluster was of interest to us due to the unusual presence of imide ligands, the distorted nature of the metal core, and the possible resemblance to B(5)H(9). Our calculations indicate that metal-metal bonding is limited to Ta(apical)-Ta(basal) bonding, with no significant bonding between the basal metal atoms. The imide ligands, which bridge the base of the pyramid, were found to have a significant amount of capping character. The metal-metal bonding orbitals have some unusual features due to the pyramid's distortion. Additionally, the flattened nature of the pyramid leads to an interesting energy ordering of the metal-metal bonding orbitals.